Generation of All-focus Images and Depth-adjustable Images Based on Pixel Blurriness
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Abstract—Taking a picture containing all-focus objects with regardless of distance is difficult. A feasible strategy to generate an all-focus image relies on multiple images with different focus settings. Furthermore, image refocusing with side information is applied to all-focus image to generate depth-adjustable image. During fusion procedure, measuring pixels’ blurriness of multi-focus reference images is the first process. Then, all-focus image composed of sharpest pixels among reference images, index map, and standard deviation-index table are yielded. The objective of standard deviation-index table is to connect relationship between Gaussian lowpass filter and index. During refocusing procedure, different Gaussian lowpass filters applied to all-focus image by referring to index map and standard deviation-index table, and then depth-adjustable image is generated. The experiment results demonstrate the proposed methods are better than the compared approaches in computational complexity and quality of all-focus image and depth-adjustable image.

I. INTRODUCTION

Digital camera becomes popular and has been integrated into many electronic products, such as mobile phone, notebook, and tablet. The big challenge for photography is to take a picture containing all objects in focus regardless of distance. Due to digital camera takes a picture with a fixed focus setting, object within the specified depth of field is taken in focus, the rest of objects are out of focus and become blurry. In 2006, Ng’s Ph.D thesis [1] put forward a theory to acquire all-focus image by digital light field photography. In 2011, Lytro Inc. developed a consumer light-field digital camera which acquired images using plenoptic technique. However, low resolution is the major drawback to such products.

In order to generate image containing all objects in focus, an easy way is realized by fusing multi-focus images. There were hugely numerical literatures to investigate image fusion. Naidu published so many literatures with respect to image fusion, his approaches were implemented by fast Fourier transform (FFT) [2], discrete cosine transform (DCT) [3], principal component analysis (PCA) [4], singular value decomposition (SVD) [5], dual tree complex wavelet transform (DT-CWT) [6], and etc. In [7, 8, 9], the researchers used neural network to implement image fusion, such as Li et al. used artificial neural network [7], Huang et al. [8] and Qu et al. [9] employed pulse coupled neural network (PCNN). Spatio based fusion methods had been addressed in [10-12]. In [13], Kong et al. integrated genetic algorithm with spatial frequency information. Furthermore, wavelet-based fusion approaches had been introduced in [14-17].

Contrary to image fusion, the objective of image refocusing is to generate image with different depth of fields. In the generic framework, depth or depth-blurriness information is essential for image refocusing. In [18], Bae and Durand estimated the spatially-varying amount of blur as well as the size of blur kernel at edges, and then magnified blurring effect in blurry regions but kept sharpness of sharp regions. In [19], Moreno-Noguer et al. proposed a system to refocus images and videos. They acquired depth information based on the defocus of a sparse set of dots projected onto the scene. Subsequently, alpha-map with respect to depth information was matted with two refocused images to generate final refocused image.

In this paper, we propose two methods, namely image fusion and image refocusing, to generate all-focus image and depth-adjustable image. Pixel blurriness measure is the key, which is a criterion to distinguish blurry pixels from sharp ones. Pixel blurriness is computed based on variation of intensity differences. Intensity difference is defined as the difference between two blurred images which are derived from the same original image smoothed by two different Gaussian lowpass filters. During fusion procedure, our method collects all sharpest pixels among multi-focus reference images and forms an all-focus image. Meanwhile, an index map, consists of indices of sharpest pixels derived from which reference images are, is produced. Afterward, analyzing the relationship between Gaussian lowpass filter and image index conducts to establish standard deviation-index table. During refocusing procedure, different Gaussian lowpass filters are applied to all-focus image by referring to index map and standard deviation-index table, and then depth-adjustable image with the specified index/depth is generated. Under certain circumstance, the proposed fusion method is one kind of image enhancement, this work can be applied to video surveillance application for improvement of video content. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II will briefly introduce pixel blurriness measure. The proposed image fusion method and image refocusing method will be introduced in Sections III and IV, respectively. The experiment results will be shown in Section V, and the concluding remarks will be drawn in Section VI.
II. PIXEL BLURRINESS MEASURE

In the previous work [20], we proposed a method to measure pixel blurriness, and used it to detect salient objects in image and video. The pixel blurriness is computed based on variation of high-frequency energy within the specified region. Generally speaking, sharp region (intense-variant signal) has more details than blurry region (moderate-variant signal) does. High-frequency energy highly associates with detail of region. Therefore, high-frequency energy in sharp region is larger than that in blurry region, which is verified in [20]. Once blurry region and sharp region are smoothed by lowpass filter, sharp region loses more high-frequency energy than blurry region does. Summarizing the above descriptions, the pixel blurriness is defined as variation of high-frequency energy to the target image processed with various blurriness degrees of lowpass filters.

The steps of pixel blurriness measure are described below. In the first step, multiple lowpass filters are applied to target image, which is given by,

\[ I_0 = I_0 \otimes \Phi_k, \]

where \( I_0 \) is the intensity of target image, \( I_0 \) is the smooth result of \( I_0 \) operated with the \( k \)-th lowpass filter \( \Phi_k \) and \( ||\Phi_k||_1=1 \). The symbol ‘\( \otimes \)’ is the convolution operator. The \( \Phi_k \) must make image blurrier than the \( \Phi_{k+1} \) does. Subsequently, the difference between two smooth images is computed,

\[ \Psi_k(x,y) = \sum_{j=k}^{N_k} I_{k-1}(x+j,y) - I_k(x+j,y), \]

where \( \Psi_k(x,y) \) denotes the \( k \)-th pixel value in the \( k \)-th difference image, and \( L \) is the half height/width of the selected region. As we mentioned before, large difference means that region loses more high-frequency energy after lowpass filtering. The pixel with the largest difference represents that it is sharpest among all pixels. Four difference images are sufficient to compute variation of intensity difference (VID). The VID is the slope of a straight line which approximates to four difference values (denoted as \( \Psi_1(x,y), \Psi_2(x,y), \Psi_3(x,y) \) and \( \Psi_4(x,y) \), and it is formulated as below,

\[ s(x) = -\sum_{i=0}^{k} \sum_{j=0}^{L-k} \Psi_i(x,y) + \sum_{i=1}^{k} \Psi_i(x,y) \]

\[ = -0.3 \Psi_1(x,y) - 0.1 \Psi_2(x,y) + 0.1 \Psi_3(x,y) + 0.3 \Psi_4(x,y) \]

In (3), \( s(x,y) \) denotes the slope of the approximate line as well as pixel blurriness of the \( (x,y) \)-th pixel. The VID is robust to illumination changing. Assuming that illumination changing occurs at a small region of sized \((2L+1)\times(2L+1)\), pixel with influence of illumination changing is defined as \( I'(x,y) \equiv I'(x,y) + c \), where \( c \) is an intensity offset as well as a constant. The difference between two smooth images is rewritten to,

\[ \Psi_i(x,y) = \sum_{j=-L}^{L} \sum_{k=-L}^{L} \Psi_i(x+j,y+k) - \tilde{I}_k(x+j,y+k) \]

\[ = \sum_{j=-L}^{L} \sum_{k=-L}^{L} \Psi_i(x+j,y+k) - I_k(x+j,y+k) \]

where \( \tilde{I}_k = I_0 \otimes \Phi_k = (I_0 + c) \otimes \Phi_k \equiv I_0 \otimes \Phi_k + c \)

Comparing (2) and (4), it is obvious that pixel blurriness measure is invariant to illumination changing in small region.

III. IMAGE FUSION METHOD

In our assumption, all-focus image consists of sharpest pixels among multi-focus reference images. Assuming that the \( (x,y) \)-th sharpest pixel in the \( k \)-th reference image has smallest pixel blurriness than those in the rest of reference images, which is defined as follows:

\[ \tilde{i}(x,y) = I_k(x,y), \]

where \( k^* = \text{argmin}_{k=1}^{N_{\text{ref}}} s_k(x,y) \).

In (5), \( \tilde{i}(x,y) \) and \( I_k(x,y) \) denote the \( (x,y) \)-th pixel values of the all-focus image and the \( k^* \)-th reference image, respectively. \( N_{\text{ref}} \) is the number of reference images. However, this way gives rise to a problem of edge inconsistency. Fig.1(a) is the all-focus image generated by using the above-mentioned method. However, the inconsistent edges appear at the margin of paper cup, and the enlargement is shown in Fig.1(b). The proposed fusion method is composed of three procedures: pixel blurriness measure, classification of blurry and sharp pixels, and generation of all-focus image. The detail of every procedure is introduced below.

A. Pixel Blurriness Measure

Section II has introduced the processes to measure pixel blurriness. In [20], average filter with different sizes (such as \( 7 \times 7, 11 \times 11, 15 \times 15, \) and \( 19 \times 19 \)) was employed as lowpass filters. In this work, we use Gaussian lowpass filter instead of average filter. Gaussian lowpass filter has higher association with human vision system than average filter does. When eyes focus on an object, the surroundings of object are blurry. In [21], McAnany et al. addressed that the intrinsic blur is Gaussian in nature. They characterized optical blur by the Gaussian functions to fit to the point spread functions (PSFs). Therefore, Gaussian lowpass filters with four standard deviations \( \sigma_i \) apply to target image, where \( \sigma_1 < \sigma_2 < \sigma_3 < \sigma_4 \). We assume that the four blurred results are similar to optical blur in visual acuity. In the experiments, the Gaussian lowpass filter is sized to \( 23 \times 23 \), and the standard deviations are set to \( \sigma_1=0.1, \sigma_2=5, \sigma_3=10, \) and \( \sigma_4=20 \).
B. Classification of Blurry, Bordered and Sharp Pixels

Analyzing inconsistent edge, it almost appears at smooth region or boundary between smooth and sharp regions. In order to prevent inconsistent edges, the strategy of using different approaches deals with sharp pixel, blurry pixel, and bordered pixel. The first work is to classify pixel into three classes. Let \( \Omega_j \) be the \( j \)-th intensity block of sized \( 23 \times 23 \), and \( s_j \) be the pixel blurriness of the center pixel in \( \Omega_j \). Fig.2(a) shows three blocks composed of three kinds of pixels, and the Gaussian distributions of pixel blurriness to sharp pixels, bordered pixels, and blurry pixels are drawn in Fig.2(b). The figure depicts that blurry pixel has larger pixel blurriness than sharp pixel and bordered pixel do. In addition, the Gaussian distributions of sharp pixel and bordered pixel are very close to each other.

In [22, 23], the discriminant function \( q(s) \) was proposed to classify two distributions, such as \( g_1 \) and \( g_2 \), which is formulated as,

\[
q(s) = \ln \frac{p(s | g_1)}{p(s | g_2)} + \ln \frac{p(g_1)}{p(g_2)}
\]

where \( s \) is defined as the pixel blurriness. The notations \( p(g_j) \) and \( p(s | g_j) \) denote the probability of \( g_j \) and the conditional probability of \( s \) when \( g_j \) is given, respectively. Subsequently, the threshold classifies two distributions is defined as,

\[
\tau = \arg \min_{\tau} \left| q(s) \right|
\]

where the threshold \( \tau \) is estimated between two limits, \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \). For the case of Fig.2, the threshold between blurry pixel and non-blurred pixel is \( \tau_1 = 0.7166 \), and the threshold between sharp pixel and bordered pixel is \( \tau_2 = 1.3629 \). Thus, the discriminant criterion of pixel classification is defined as,

\[
\Theta(x, y) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } s(x, y) \geq \tau_1, \\
0, & \text{if } \tau_2 \leq s(x, y) < \tau_1, \\
-1, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \Theta(x, y) \) represents the pixel class of the \( (x, y) \)-th pixel. If \( \Theta(x, y) = 1 \), the pixel is identified as blurry pixel; if \( \Theta(x, y) = 0 \), the pixel is identified as bordered pixel; if \( \Theta(x, y) = -1 \), the pixel is identified as sharp pixel.

C. Generation of All-focus Image

The steps of generation of all-focus image are described below.

Step 1. Assuming that all multi-focus reference images are rearranged from the short-distance image to the long-distance image. \( I_1 \) and \( I_j \) denote the all-focus image and the \( j \)-th reference image, respectively. The notation \( \Theta \) is the pixels’ class image of \( I \). Let \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \) be two thresholds to pixel classification. An example is shown in Fig.3.

Step 2. Picking up all sharpest pixels among reference images, those pixels form \( \hat{I} \) by (5). Meanwhile, the index map (denoted as \( \Lambda \)) composed of the indices of sharpest pixels derive from which reference images are, is produced and defined as \( \Lambda(x, y) = k^* \).

Step 3. Implementing pixel classification to \( \hat{I} \) by (8) with \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \), the pixels’ class image \( \Theta \) is acquired.

Step 4. If the \( (x, y) \)-th pixel with \( \Theta(x, y) = -1 \) is identified as blurry pixel, the pixel is kept without replacing.

Step 5. If the \( (x, y) \)-th pixel with \( \Theta(x, y) = 1 \) is identified as blurry pixel, the pixel is replaced. Let \( W \) be an \( L \times L \) window extracted from \( \Lambda \). The \( (x, y) \)-th blurry pixel locates at the center of window as shown in Fig.3. Picking up the blurry pixels within \( W \), the indices of these blurry pixels form a index vector denoted as \( V \), where \( V = \{ \lambda_{i1}, \lambda_{i2}, \ldots, \lambda_{iM} \} \). \( \lambda_i \) represents the index of the \( i \)-th picked blurry pixel, and \( M \) is the number of picked blurry pixels. Subsequently, median filter is applied to \( V \), and the \( (x, y) \)-th pixel is replaced according to the following equations,

\[
\tilde{I}(x, y) = \hat{I}_k(x, y),
\]

where \( \tilde{k} = \text{MED}_{V \in \{ \lambda_{i1}, \lambda_{i2}, \ldots, \lambda_{iM} \}}(V) \)

In (9), the function \( \text{MED}(V) \) outputs the median index of \( V \).
Step 6. The \((x,y)\)-th pixel with \(\Theta(x,y)=0\) is identified as bordered pixel. Let \(W_2\) be a window of sized \(L \times L\) extracted from \(A\), and the \((x,y)\)-th bordered pixel locate at the center of \(W_2\). \(M_s\) and \(M_b\) denote the numbers of sharp pixel and blurry pixel within \(W_2\), respectively. If \(M_b\) is larger than or is equal to \(M_s\), the pixel is kept without replacing. Otherwise, the indices of blurry pixels within \(W_2\) form a index vector \(V\), where \(V=\{\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \ldots, \lambda_{M_b}\}\). The replacement criterion to the \((x,y)\)-th bordered pixel is defined as follows,

\[
\hat{j}(x,y) = \begin{cases} 
  j(x,y) & \text{if } M_b \geq M_s \\
  j'_k(x,y) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \(k = \text{MED}(V')\).

IV. IMAGE REFOCUSING METHOD

Sharp and blur effects always appear at real-world photos. In order to realize blur effect with respect to out of focus, Gaussian lowpass filters with different standard deviations are applied to all-focus image. The issue to image refocusing is how to select the proper Gaussian lowpass filters. The proposed image refocusing method is composed of two procedures: establishment of standard deviation-index table and generation of depth-adjustable image. The detail of every procedure is introduced below.

A. Establishment of Standard Deviation-Index Table

The objective of establishing standard deviation-index table is to connect relationship between Gaussian lowpass filter and index. Assuming that an \( \times N \) Gaussian lowpass filter is employed with standard deviation denoted as \( \Sigma(d) \), and standard deviation is the function of difference \((d)\) of two image indices. The steps of estimating \( \Sigma(d) \) are below.

Step 1. Let \( HS(d, \sigma) \) be a histogram value, where \( d \) and \( \sigma \) represent index difference and standard deviation, respectively. \( W(x,y) \) and \( W_b(x,y) \) are two \( N \times N \) windows extracted from the all-focus image \( I \) and the \( k \)-th reference image \( I_k \), respectively. The \((x,y)\)-th pixel locates at the center of window. \( N_{ref} \) is the number of reference images.

Step 2. Creating twenty-five Gaussian lowpass filters with the standard deviation \( \sigma \), where \( \sigma = 0.5 \) and \( i = \{1, 2, \ldots, 25\} \). \( W(x,y) \) is operated with those filters, and the proper \( \sigma^* \) of Gaussian lowpass filter is defined as,

\[
\sigma^* = \arg \min_{\sigma=0.5} \| W(x,y) \otimes \Phi_i - W_b(x,y) \|_2
\]

where \( k = \{1, 2, \ldots, N_{ref}\} \).

Step 3. The histogram value \( HS(d,\sigma) \) is updated by the following equations,

\[
HS(d,\sigma) = HS(d,\sigma)+1,
\]

where \( d = |A(x,y)-k| \) and \( \sigma = \sigma^* \).

In (12), \( A(x,y) \) denotes the index of the \((x,y)\)-th pixel in \( I \). The window size is set to \( 23 \times 23 \) in all of the experiments. Fig.4 shows a 2D histogram, the horizontal and the vertical axes of histogram represent the index difference and the standard deviation, respectively.

Step 4. Establishing standard deviation-index table, \( \Sigma \). First, the \( \Sigma(d) \) is found in the 2D histogram according to the following equation,

\[
\Sigma(d) = i_d \times 0.5,
\]

\[
\text{where } i_d = \arg \max_{j=1,2,\ldots,25} HS(d,\sigma_j).
\]

The result of \( \Sigma(d) \) estimated by (13) is named the statistical result.

Step 5. Setting a linear function \( f(d) \) approximate to standard deviations at small indices (which is smaller than 11), and standard deviations at large indices is kept without altering.

\[
\hat{\Sigma}(d) = \begin{cases} 
  \Sigma(d) & \text{if } d \geq \tau_d \\
  f(d), & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where the linear function \( f(d) \) is realized by least squares approximation (LSA), and \( \tau_d \) is a threshold to separate small and large index differences. The result of \( \hat{\Sigma}(d) \) is named the modified result.

In the case of Fig.4, there are 18 reference images. The sta-
tistical and modified standard deviation-index tables are listed in the 2nd row and the 3rd row of Table I, and \( \tau_d = 11 \). Fig.5 shows the standard deviation-index curves before and after implementing linear function approximation.

B. Generation of Depth-adjustable Image

Given the target index \( \lambda \), the proposed refocusing method generates depth-adjustable images from all-focus image \( \hat{I} \) by referring to index map and standard deviation-index table. Obviously, index differences of statistical and modified standard deviation-index tables are integers listed in Table I. Once index difference is a non-negative floating-point number, Lagrange’s interpolation method is utilized to re-compute the standard deviation-index table which is formulated by,

\[
\hat{I}(d') = \sum_{i=0}^{N} \frac{1}{\prod_{j=0}^{i} (d' - d_j)} \left( \frac{d'}{\Sigma_i} \right)
\]

where \( d_i \) denotes the \( i \)-th index difference in Table I. Consequently, the depth-adjustable image \( \hat{I} \) is defined as follows,

\[
\hat{I}(x,y) = \begin{cases} J(x,y), & \text{if } \hat{A}(x,y) = \lambda \\ J_{I(x,y) - \Phi}(x,y), & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

where \( J_x = I \odot \Phi \).

C. Comparisons

In the third experiment, the proposed fusion method was compared with the six existing fusion approaches, including Tian et al.’s approach [12], Haghighat et al.’s two approaches [27], and Naidu et al.’s approaches [4, 5, 6]. In [27], the first approach was performed with variance algorithm in DCT domain, and the second approach was performed with variance algorithm and consistency verification in DCT domain. We were interested in three issues in this experiment: image quality, computational complexity, and artifact. To assess the quality of all-focus image, the average of pixels’ blurriness to a whole image was calculated by (3). Computational complexity is an important issue. We calculated time ratio based on the computing time of our method. Once all-focus image has artifact, it means that fusion method generates unnatural result. The comparisons of our method and the six existing approaches were listed in Table II. The all-focus images by using our method and the six existing approaches were shown in Fig.7(a) and Fig.8, respectively. It is obvious that the proposed method generates good-quality all-focus image without artifact. Figs.8(a), 8(d) and 8(e) were blurry, and the artifacts appeared at the logo of Mark cup in Figs.8(b), 8(c), and 8(f). In addition, our method has lower computational complexity than the other ones except Naidu and Raol’s approach [4].

Furthermore, we investigated the efficiency of image refocusing by using Gaussian lowpass filter, average filter, and disc filter. The same process to find standard deviation-index table was performed to average filter and disc filter. The
tested image sets included 18 reference images, and the all-focus image was shown in Fig. 7(a). Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) show the PSNR curves and the MSSIM curves of depth-adjustable images by three filters against different indices. Analyzing the results of Fig. 9, both Gaussian lowpass filter and average filter had better quality performances at small indices (correspond to short distances) than disc filter did. At large indices (correspond to long distances), both Gaussian lowpass filter and disc filter had better qualities performances than average filter did. In summary, Gaussian lowpass filter is more stable than average filter and disc filter to generate good-quality depth-adjustable images.

VI. Conclusion

The contributions of this paper are to present image fusion method and image refocusing method to generate all-focus image and depth-adjustable image. The proposed fusion method generates good-quality all-focus image without artifact, and it has low computational complexity. For the proposed refocusing method, we employ Gaussian lowpass filter rather than average filter and disc filter to realize blur effect with
The experiment result demonstrates that Gaussian lowpass filter is more stable than average filter and disc filter to yield good-quality depth-adjustable image.
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TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attribution</td>
<td>Pixel</td>
<td>Pixel</td>
<td>DCT</td>
<td>DCT</td>
<td>PCA + Wavelet</td>
<td>SVD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average of Pixel Blurriness</td>
<td>-0.8976</td>
<td>-0.5689</td>
<td>-0.8960</td>
<td>-0.9408</td>
<td>-0.0735</td>
<td>-0.2737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Ratio (second)</td>
<td>1 (15.4)</td>
<td>245.19 (3775.9)</td>
<td>36.26 (558.4)</td>
<td>0.177 (2.73)</td>
<td>6.28 (96.71)</td>
<td>6.80 (104.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artifact</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blurry Image</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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